From: Ellis, Mark [mailto:mellis@exchange.fullerton.edu]
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 2:20 PM
To: Atkins, Trent
Subject: RE: Hello from Montana

Hi, Trent. Nice talking with you last week. I’ve attached the slides from the presentation (with an update about our new center). Let me know how we might support your efforts.
Mark

Mark W. Ellis, Ph.D., NBCT
Associate Professor, Secondary Education
California State University, Fullerton
http://faculty.fullerton.edu/mellis

From: Atkins, Trent [mailto:Trent Atkines@msoumt.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:52 PM
To: Ellis, Mark
Subject: Hello from Montana

Mark—

I would love to see the presentation you mentioned and continue the conversation.

Trent Atkins
http://coehs.umt.edu/directory/people/atkins_trent.php
Utilizing National Board Standards and NBCTs in Higher Education

Tara Barnhart, M.A., NBCT
Mark Ellis, Ph.D., NBCT
California State University, Fullerton

Overview

- Utilizing NBCTs in CSUF College of Education programs
- Communicating with local NBCTs
- Integration of NBPTS in the Masters in Secondary Education Program

Discuss with a Neighbor

- What skills, dispositions, and experiences do NBCTs bring to IHE programs?
- If you are from an IHE, what are some ways NBCTs might be involved with your programs?
- If you are an NBCT, what are some ways you would like to be involved with IHE programs?

Utilizing NBCTs in the teacher credential program

- Local NBCTs used as Master Teachers for student teachers
- NBCTs teach some prerequisites and some methods courses (currently 2 full time and 2 part time)
- Local NBCT database maintained and updated yearly
- Working on NSF Master Teacher Fellows grant to integrate National Board Certification support for Master Teachers
Utilizing NBCTs in outreach to and support of NBPTS candidates

- Host Candidate Support Provider training in conjunction with NBPTS
- Honor newly certified NBCTs at annual dessert reception
- Organize and facilitate informational meetings about National Board Certification
  - Recruit local NBCTs to present
  - CSUF orders materials, provides slides, flyers
- Organize and host candidate support
  - Local NBCTs trained as CSPs to support candidates in ongoing support sessions
  - 2007-2008 cycle, 4 CSPs supported 20+ candidates at CSUF

Utilizing NBCTs in outreach to and support of NBPTS candidates

- Professional Teaching Development Center at CSU Fullerton
  - Three-year grant from Stuart Foundation/NBPTS (2008-2011)
  - Funds for CSPs, candidate scholarships, outreach
  - Target "high-need" districts and minority candidates
  - In 2008-2009 cycle, 7 CSPs supported 50+ candidates at CSUF site and three district sites

Communicating with local NBCTs

- Orange County NBCT Network
- Annual, face-to-face Network Meetings
- NBPTS page
- Wikispaces
  - http://orangecountynbctnetwork.wikispaces.com/
- Center for Maximizing Teacher Impact site

Integration of NBPTS in the Masters in Secondary Education Program

- MSE Courses aligned to 5 Core Propositions
- NBCT hired (full time faculty member) to teach introductory class introducing the 5 Core Propositions and the Architecture of Accomplished Teaching

Integration of NBPTS in the Masters in Secondary Education Program

The Architecture of Accomplished Teaching: What is underneath the surface?

- Core Propositions
- NBCT (full time faculty) mentors full candidates pursuing this option (6 units)
- Signed contract with NBPTS to provide ethical support and maintain archive copy of portfolio (not for distribution)

Collaborative Activity

- Working with 2-3 partners look over the CSUF MSE course descriptions and NBPTS Core Propositions and...
  - determine a possible alignment between MSE courses and NBPTS Core Propositions;
  - brainstorm possible assignments for 2-3 courses that would help students develop greater insight into the National Board Standards.
What's New in 2012?

- **Center for Maximizing Teacher Impact**
  - Established Center within the university
  - Continuing National Board candidate support
  - Seeking outside funding to work with local districts on teacher development

- Published book for National Board candidates: *Understanding National Board Certification*

---

Questions?

Tara Barnhart
tbarnhart@fullerton.edu
Mark Ellis
mellis@fullerton.edu

---

College of Education

http://orangecountynbctnetwork.wikispaces.com/

NBCT Database

---